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In Green Forest, everyone
was living peaceful in
harmony with each other.
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Suddenly, one day, Tiger
King from Old Forest sent
his underlings to Green
Forest to roar and scream
haughtily and threateningly.
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Seeing Brown Rabbit
around, they shouted. -
Where is your Chief? Tell
him to present himself right
now! Tiger King has an edict
for you guys. - Our Chief is
away right now! – Brown
Rabbit replied.
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The underlings gave Brown
Rabbit a whisker of Tiger
and said. - Give this to your
Green Forest Chief, tell him
to offer a juicy fat critter
everyday as tribute to our
King, or all of this green
forest will be devastated
thoroughly.
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’If we obey the edict, all the
Green Forest’s folks will
become Tiger’s meals in
no time!’ – Brown Rabbit
anxiously ran to find
Porcupine.
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After listening to Brown
Rabbit, Porcupine said.
- Tiger is trying to brag
about his strength with his
whisker. We have to figure
out how to deal with this
right away, or all of us will
be in danger.
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Rabbit thought for a
while and then he asked
Porcupine. - Can you give
me one of your quills?
Rabbit gave the quill to the
underlings of Tiger and said.
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- This is a hair of our Green
Forest Chief. With this hair,
he challenges your King to
a duel. If your King loses, all
the tiger clan will be eaten
alive in a single day.
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After staring at the quill for
quite a while, finally Tiger
said. - The Green Forest
Chief must be really huge
and brutal to have this big,
tough and sharp hair. We’d
better keep away from that
forest from now on.
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Thanks to smart and brave
Brown Rabbit, since then,
no more beasts dared to
lurk around Green Forest,
and the animals there
enjoyed the peace ever
after.
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